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Explore the Inexploram Sea Islands, a world full of dangers, puzzles and secrets. Fight monsters, learn how to use magic and discover ancient treasures that will help you in your quest. Use your wits and skills to unravel the mysteries of the ancient Arcadia kingdom and the sea monster Oceanhorn.Features: * Music of
the legendary Nobuo Uematsu and Kenji Ito * over 10 hours of game based on a story. * Master Magic and Sword Fighting * Find ancient items to help you in your mission * Achievements of game services * Precise touch controls If you are a fan of a legendary adventure RPG game, then surely you will not be able to
skip a cult series like Legend of Zelda. But the zelda game is so popular that almost everyone has heard of it, and there are probably even many players who have experienced part of this series. So in this article, I will introduce you to another game that is equally famous developed on the telephone platform –
Oceanhorn: Monster of Uncharted Seas. Released by FDG Entertainment, it can be said that it is one of the most popular RPG games in Google Play and iOS stores. Even after many years on the market, Oceanhorn still carries with it an intense and unforgettable attraction in the hearts of players. Perhaps the most
attractive plot in the rpg game Oceanhorn comes from the character plot. In the game, you will embody in an unknown young man with the characteristics of a hero. His adventure began when his late father left a diary and a letter. In the letter, he told him about the oceanhorn monster that he had to find a way to destroy.
Thinking about his father's journey and whereabouts, he decided to set out to find the truth to help his father rescue all the people of the world. From here, he had to go through many adventures to different islands, solving puzzles and secrets. At the same time, have to face many dangers on the road of adventure,
fighting monsters that threaten the lives of residents. Exciting gameplay in a huge action adventure Similar to a regular RPG game, players have to go through many missions throughout the adventure to different areas. In Oceanhorn, every island you visit will be full of dangers, puzzles that need to be solved and hidden
secrets. Not only do you also face many monsters along the way, this is one of the factors that hinder during the game, but it is not too difficult to defeat. In addition, the game is designed according to the top-down perspective, similar to the strategy game. This is a positive point, but also a weakness of this game.
Specifically, the strength of this perspective is entirely tactical. It allows you to see everything better than the narrowing view that is common in first-person games such as FPS action games. However, the negative point of this view is in the hidden corners. Because the terrain of the game is divided into many different
mobile floors is totally limited due to square design. Therefore, during operation, it is easy to discomfort in moving. On the other hand, the virtual keys controlled in the game are placed in very reasonable positions. Explore the islands of Uncharted Seas The lower left corner of the screen will be the touch area to control
the movement of the character, the lower right corner of the screen will include an interaction button (attack button), bag of open items. In addition, the game also has some other essential features, such as the upgrade system. Through the number of times, you kill the monster; You will receive many different items, gold
with a certain amount of Exp. All this is one of the essentials to increase the physical strength and equipment of the character. And through certain levels of play, you will be promoted and expanded to individual skills. These abilities are free to use with wide range and damage, helping to reduce MP consumption during
your use of the primary spell. But they will have a long recharge time, so you have to think carefully before using it. It can be said that Oceanhorn is heavily influenced by the hit game Legend of Zelda: Wind Waker, but the game retains its own quality through its unique storyline and mission system. Graphics Through
trailers and gameplay, we can easily see Oceanhorn: Monster of Uncharted Seas features a vivid and vibrant 3D chart. Unlike the laziness of other similar products, this game still maintains its neutrality in colors, so it can be said that it is quite fresh. With the graphic style of animation combined with the top-down
perspective, structural details such as terrain and objects were completed relatively well for an RPG game at the time. Even the switch to consoles and PC games works great with a stable frame rate. More specifically, Oceanhorn is one of the few games supported in the Nintendo Switch series to maintain frame rates of
60fps with high resolutions of up to 720p and 1080p. It can be said that this game will be almost perfect without taking into account the dramatic effects of the character. Through the story's missions, due to the game's rotation angle, the character's expression is not very detailed. But this point will not be a criticism if you
are an easy player and only cares about the plot of the game. You wake up and find a letter from your father. He's gone. Oceanhorn v1.1.4 (Full/Mod) APK + OBB Data Free Download Latest Version for Android. Download the full Oceanhorn APK v1.1.4 (Full/Mod) + OBB Date. Oceanhorn Overview &amp; Features
v1.1.4 (Full/Mod) + DataBefore download the Oceanhorn v1.1.4 (Full/Mod) APK With the OBB Data File, you can read a brief overview and the list of features below. Overview: You wake up and find a letter from your father. The only example is his old notebook and a mysterious necklace. What happened? Explore the
islands of Uncharted Seas, a world full of many dangers, puzzles and secrets. Fight monsters, learn to use magic and find out that will help you in your search. Use all your intelligence and skill to unravel the of the ancient Arcadia kingdom and the sea monster Oceanhorn. Oceanhorn combines captivating storytelling,
breathtaking 3D visuals and exciting gameplay into a massive action-adventure experience you'll never forget. Enjoy an amazing soundtrack of the world's best video game composers: Nobuo Uematsu (Final Fantasy*) and Kenji Ito (Seiken Densetsu*) Master the game effortlessly with precise touch controls or controller.
Note: Oceanhorn is a free premium game to download with a single in-app purchase to unlock the full version. You can play the first chapter for free and test it on your device first. FEATURE OVERVIEW: * Customizable graphics settings * Requires 1GB of RAM – Music from legendary Nobuo Uematsu and Kenji Ito –
over 10 hours of story-based gameplay. – Master Magic and Sword Fighting – Find old items to help you on your mission – Game Service Achievements – Precise Touch Controls What's New: Update 1.1.4: Bits Support This app has no Ads Adventure Role playing Adventure Role playing Adventure Role Role playing



You wake up and find a letter from your father. He's gone. The only clue is your old notebook and a mysterious necklace. What happened? Explore the islands of Uncharted Seas, a world full of many dangers, puzzles and secrets. Fight monsters, learn how to use magic and discover ancient treasures that will help you in
your quest. Use all your intelligence and skill to unravel the mysteries of the ancient Arcadia kingdom and the Oceanhorn.Oceanhorn sea monster combines captivating storytelling, breathtaking 3D visuals and exciting gameplay in a huge action adventure experience you'll never forget. Enjoy an amazing soundtrack of
the world's best video game composers: Nobuo Uematsu (Final Fantasy*) and Kenji Ito (Seiken Densetsu*)Master the game effortlessly with precise touch controls or controller. FEATURE OVERVIEW:* Customizable graphics settings * Requires 1GB of RAM – Music from legendary Nobuo Uematsu and Kenji Ito – over
10 hours of story-based gameplay. – Master Magic and Sword Fighting – Find old items to help you on your mission – Game Service Achievements – Precise Touch Controls Oceanhorn APK MOD Android has finally arrived on Android. Top-notto adventure game inspired by the legend of Zelda. Released on IOS a year
ago, then reached the consoles and now finally this week new games we received oceanhorn on Android. Available for free in the play store, but requires IAP to unlock the full version Unlocked Purchased and Purchased for free. but from Andropalace you will get premium version for free. Oceanhorn APK MOD Android
Full Version Download 1.1.4Oceanhorn was originally released in 2013 for IOS devices, but has now made its way up to Android, but is this see having adventure worth the Finally take or is this adventure that you definitely want to miss. Oceanhorn is an isometric 3d adventure game with great inspiration from The
Legend of Zelda especially the Waker wave in the ocean when you are playing as a young young who is out to try to find what happened to his father after his father went on an adventure in order to kill the giant monster known as oceanhorn. After a brief stay on the opening island getting your sword and shield and the
basics as far as the adventure itself. your then tasked with traveling from several different islands looking for dungeons defeating monsters and collecting essences, and discovering the whole history of the land itself. Your story and the story of Oceanhorn before you finally be able to face the beast yourself you will be
completing a good handful of Zelda dungeons this throughout the game in also killing monsters by finding items like keys, including even giant keys that open the boss's stores and open the giant breast resolution. All kinds of various different puzzles and find each specific dungeon items that you will need to not only
conquer the dungeon, but usually involves. Killing the monster boss at the end of each dungeon there is more than just conquering the dungeons there are a few side stories and a little side issue a lot of exploration on each of the islands as you are trying to find all the secrets and hidden items. Your first time will take
about seven to eight hours for the main story. If you do not 100% of everything before you finish the main plot of the game, fortunately, want to win the game you can still look you are safe just before the final boss and travel the world and find any of the things you may have missed along the way. Game works at 60 FPS
along with great graphics I must say that this game will win your listen in the first game. Play.
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